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Abstract
In this study Ti6Al4V samples fabricated via electron beam melting were subjected to
electropolishing under various polishing conditions using the re-designed in-house
electropolishing device. The surface finish of the processed samples were characterized,
and the tension-tension fatigue properties of the samples were evaluated via
experimentation. The results provided preliminary information about the effect of
electropolishing on surface crack initiation of the electron beam melted Ti6Al4V parts.
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Introduction
Powder bed fusion additive manufacturing (AM) processes have been widely used for
direct fabrication of metal structural components that are used in various industries such as
aerospace, biomedicine and automobile. It is expected that AM could bring about
significant performance improvement and cost reductions for aerospace component
manufacturing [1, 2], and various aerospace companies such as GE Aviation have already
started to mass produce AM components in structurally non-critical parts [3, 4]. However,
use of metal AM components in structurally critical parts is still limited for short-term use
and demonstrations [5-7]. This is partly caused by the relatively low fatigue life of AM
metal components as results of both internal and surface defects [8, 9]. Surface defects are
intrinsic to powder bed fusion AM processes, which is mainly caused by the partial
sintering/melting of the powder particles at the surfaces of the parts due to heat dissipation
effects as shown in Fig.1. These surface imperfections often become crack initiation sites
upon cyclic loading, which significantly impair the fatigue strength of the structures. It has
been suggested that surface defects might be one of the major contributors of the low
fatigue strength of metal parts fabricated by powder bed fusion AM processes. [8, 10, 11].
For Ti6Al4V this issue could be further aggravated due to the high notch sensitivity of the
material.
Compared to laser melting processes, electron beam melting (EBM) processes usually
exhibit higher surface roughness due to higher processing temperature, larger powder
particle sizes and larger energy beam dimensions. The surface roughness of the EBM parts
spread over a broad range but could often exceeds 30µm depending on various factors such
as process parameters, material types, powder characteristics and surface orientations [15,
16]. As a result, the typical fatigue endurance of EBM parts are often only about 10% of
that of wrought parts when the surface is not treated [9]. In order to achieve satisfactory
long-term performance, surface treatment is necessary.
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b. Laser melted Ti6Al4V
c. Electron beam melted
[13]
Ti6Al4V [14]
Fig.1 Surface finish of metal powder bed fusion AM parts

a. Laser melted 316L [12]

In previous studies, the authors investigated the feasibility of utilizing electropolishing for
the direct treatment of Ti6Al4V parts fabricated by EBM [17, 18]. Through limited amount
of experimentation, it was found that the electropolishing process has the potential to
significantly improve the surface quality of the EBM Ti6Al4V parts, although the surface
polishing effects exhibit rather large variability, and the experimental conditions were
rather difficult to repeat accurately. Additional design efforts were dedicated to the
improvement of the experimental devices and the setup of experimentation in the attempt
to reduce the random errors of the process. In addition, based on the established
electropolishing parameters, fatigue testing samples were polished and tested in order to
evaluate the effect of surface treatment on the fatigue performance improvement. This
paper will present these works in details.

Electropolishing surface treatment: Theories
Electropolishing process is an electrochemical process in which chemical corrosion of the
anode through electrolyte takes place with the assistance of electrical currents.
Traditionally electropolishing process is mostly applied on pre-treated surfaces to achieve
further improvement of surface finish. Electropolishing effect can be categorized into
macromachining and micromachining, which are driven by different mechanisms. As
shown in Fig.2, macromachining, or anodic leveling, is effective in removing macroscopic
surface features such as surface waviness, and micromachining, or anodic brightening, is
effective in removing smaller surface features (<1µm) and achieving mirror-like surface
finish [19]. Both types of electropolishing are largely controlled by the mass transportation
processes in the electrolyte, which in turn is often driven by the combined effect of surface
diffusion barrier layer formation and surface ionic diffusion.

a. Initial profile

b. After macromachining

c. After micromachining

Fig.2 Progression of electropolishing [19]
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During the electropolishing process, the electrolyte regions near the anode surface will
accumulate higher levels of ionic reaction products, which potentially serve as diffusion
barriers for further reactions. In addition, anodic passivation caused by the formation of
surface metal oxide films could potentially introduce additional diffusion barriers [20]. The
diffusion barrier layer inhibits cationic diffusion from the anode and therefore limits the
electropolishing rate.
The dynamic balance during the electropolishing process determines the thickness and
characteristics of the diffusion barrier layer. As shown in Fig.3a, when no fluid flow is
present, the profile of the diffusion layer would be hypothetically determined by the profile
of the anode surface driven by the diffusion laws. However, due to the presence of
electrolyte flow in reality, the actual profile of the surface tend to become thicker towards
the recessing features (e.g. valleys) on the surfaces as shown in Fig.3b. As a result, the
cationic diffusion in these areas are more inhibited compared to the protruding areas, which
consequently leads to gradual leveling of the surface [21]. The electrolyte flow can be
driven either by diffusion and convection or by external agitation, which makes it possible
to adjust the surface diffusion layer profile during the electropolishing process. This unique
characteristic makes electropolishing promising in removing surface features at different
scales and improving surface finish for AM metal parts.

a. Without flow/disturbance
b. Typical, with flow
Fig.3 Diffusion layer profile in electropolishing [21]
Typically the ideal formation of the surface diffusion layers occur within certain process
windows. Under a certain temperature and experimental setup, the voltage-current curve
of the electropolishing often exhibits the characteristic shown in Fig.4. A plateau stage
exists at medium range of voltage levels, which correspond to the optimal electropolishing
window in which dynamic balance is achieved for the surface diffusion layer [19-21]. Very
high voltage potentially results in the breakdown of the surface diffusion layer and overpolishing which is termed pitting, while very low voltage might be inadequate to drive the
reactions. As mass transportation processes are strongly influenced by temperatures, the
optimal processing window for electropolishing might alter at different temperatures,
which must be carefully monitored.
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Fig.4 Typical electropolishing voltage-current curve
Previous literatures of electropolishing with Ti6Al4V were mostly carried out with highly
hazardous water-based electrolytes such as hydrofluoric acid and perchloric acid in order
to overcome the significant oxide formation issue as a result of the reactivity of titanium
[22-24]. Recently, non-aqueous electrolyte based on ethyl alcohol and isopropyl alcohol
was reported to be successfully used for Ti6Al4V electropolishing [25]. Due to the lack of
water, the oxide film formation could be significantly reduced, which might have
contributed to the absence of plateau stage in the voltage-current curve. As a result, a
moderate level of voltage was determined as the processing parameter, which generated 68kA/m2 of current density during the electropolishing. In previous studies by the authors,
the same electrolyte recipe was followed, and the processing voltage was also determined
in a similar manner without the observation of apparent plateau stage in the voltage-current
curve [17, 18].

Experimental setup
Multiple iterations were taken in the design of the electropolishing systems. While a rather
rudimental system as shown in Fig.5a was used during the early feasibility study, it was
quickly decided that such setup lacks adequate basic control with the processes. In this
setup, the electrodes were held by a plastic base plate that was submerged in the electrolyte,
and a stirring bar was used to introduce fluid stirring effect in order to promote
electropolishing reaction. Due to the concentric flow pattern introduced by the stirring
mechanism, the placement of the samples in the middle of the container was considered to
be rather ineffective in ensuring consistent electrolyte refreshing at the anode surfaces. In
addition, it was also observed that the plastic substrate deteriorated quickly under the
severe processing conditions. Therefore, a re-design was devised as shown in Fig.5b, in
which the fixation of the electrodes was realized upside down through a plastic holding
plate, and the anode was placed towards the edge of the container, which allows it to align
better with the electrolyte flow pattern. The holding plate was designed so that multiple
configurations for electrode distance could be selected.
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a. Preliminary system
b. Re-designed system
Fig.5 Stirring bar assisted system design
The redesign as shown in Fig.5b was used to study the relationships between various
electropolishing parameters including voltage, temperature, electrode spacing and
polishing time on the final surface quality of the EBMTi6Al4V samples. Promising results
of surface roughness lower than 100nm Ra was realized, although it was also found that
the sample were polished at significantly different rates in different locations as shown in
Fig.6a [17]. This was concluded to be caused mostly by the irregular flow pattern of the
electrolyte using stirring mechanism. In fact, sufficient rotation-induced bottom stirring
introduces vortex flow in the liquid in a beaker, which exhibits axially symmetric flow that
circulates from the bottom center towards the bottom edge and then ascend to the upper
surface of the beaker before flowing down along the central axis again, as shown in Fig.6b.
In addition, due to the exothermal reaction that occurred during the electropolishing
process, the electrolyte needed to be constantly cooled by placing the beaker in an icewater bath, which became insufficient when high voltage was used for the electropolishing.

a. Sample [17]
b. Stirring induced vortex flow [25]
Fig.6 Non-uniform electropolishing via stirring mechanism
In order to further improve the electrolyte flow uniformity, a new circulating flow control
system was designed. Fluid pump driven flow control was introduced. In the selection of
pump mechanism, rather stringent material restrictions were imposed by the
electropolishing chemicals. Due to the use of strong oxidizing salts (zinc chloride and
aluminum chloride), organic solvent (alcohols), and the existence of electrical voltage, the
material used as fluid channel must be both chemically inert and electrically insulating. As
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shown in Fig.7a, a rectangular-shaped glass container with an inlet and outlet in opposite
sides was custom made and used as the electropolishing container. A Liebig condenser heat
exchanger was used as the cooling mechanism, and ice water or water with either controlled
temperature was used as the cooling media. The circulation of the electrolyte was driven
by a peristaltic pump, which allows for isolation of fluid from the pump components in
order to avoid corrosion. Silicone fluid tubing was used due to its good chemical resistance
to both alcohols and oxidizing salts.

a. Container and heat exchanger
b. Circulation system
Fig.7 Electropolishing device with pump driven circulation
It was soon realized that the cooling efficiency of such setup was still insufficient to cool
the electrolyte once the electropolishing process initiated. In order for the Liebig condenser
to become efficient, large heat exchange contact areas and longer contact time are desired.
However, in the current study, due to the need of higher flow rate for efficient
electropolishing, the heat exchange time is rather limited. The rather short heat exchange
contact length of the Liebig condenser was determined to be insufficient, and a replacement
Graham condenser with helical coil was implemented. The latest version of the
electropolishing system is shown in Fig.8.

Fig.8 Electropolishing system with Graham condenser

Electropolishing experiments
In this study the electrolyte was made by following the recipe provided in previous
literatures: 1L of electrolyte should consist of: 700mL of ethyl alcohol, 300mL of isopropyl
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alcohol, 60g AlCl3 and 250g ZnCl2 [26]. All the chemicals used for the experiments are
anhydrous. The DC voltage-current curves of different electropolishing system setups were
evaluated at room temperatures for multiple electrode spacing setting. As shown in Fig.9,
no obvious plateau stage was observed, which agrees with the previous study with this type
of electrolyte [26], which was attributed to the lack of formation of the oxide films. For the
system with pump driven flow circulation, 60-80V was selected to be the operational
voltage range, which correspond to about 6-8kA/m2 of current densities for the samples
used for this study. This range was considerably higher than the values used in previous
studies [26].

Fig.9 Voltage-current responses of different electropolishing systems
Preliminary works determined that the electrode spacing is less critical in the polishing
process [17]. In addition, smaller electrode spacing might reduce the fluid flow between
the two electrodes and therefore affect the electropolishing efficiency. As a result, for the
consequent experiments, electrode spacing of approximately 7.5-8mm was used without
further modification.
A full factorial experimental design was carried out with three input variables: voltage,
temperature and polishing time. The levels of each input variables are shown in Table 1.
Among the three input variables the temperature is the most difficult one to control.
Therefore, during the experiment intermittent polishing was used, which allowed
additional time for the electrolyte to cool down.
Input variable
Levels
Voltage (V)
60, 80
Temperature (°F)
80, 100
Polishing time (min)
5, 10, 20
Table 1 Input variables for electropolishing experimental design
Samples with flat plate design were fabricated in Arcam EBM S400 system with
Ti6Al4V using the system default parameter setting. All the samples were oriented in
such a way that the surfaces to be polished are aligned vertically in the building chamber,
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which results in a rather rough surface finish. The surface roughness of the as-received
samples were measured via the Dektak 8 profilometer, and the results showed a
roughness of 30-40µm. It was suspected that some of the samples were rougher due to
the vacuum issue with the EBM system. Two samples were polished for each
electropolishing parameter setup. After electropolishing, the surface roughness of both
side of the samples were measured using the same method, and the results are shown in
Fig.10. In general the most significant factor appears to be the polishing time since a
broad range of polishing time was investigated. Non-uniform polishing was observed
despite the improved electrolyte flow control, which was likely due to the non-uniform
interaction between electrolyte and the samples at different locations. As a consequence,
the front side and the back side of the samples were polished differently. The surface
roughness of the samples after polishing for 20 minutes were approximately 5-15µm for
the front sides and 0-15µm at the back sides. The combination of voltage and temperature
did not appear to have as significant effects, although the 80V-80F and 60V-100F
combinations showed slightly better surface roughness consistency. This was intuitive
since that both higher voltage and higher temperature would promote the electropolishing
rates, while their combination might introduce excessive polishing effects.

a. Front side
b. Back side
Fig.10 Surface roughness of electropolished samples
As one of the benefits of interest of electropolishing is the fatigue performance of the
EBM parts, additional experiments were carried out with both 80V-80F and 60V-100F
parameter combinations to evaluate the impact of electropolishing on the fatigue
endurance of the samples. Fatigue samples as shown in Fig.11 were designed and
fabricated using the same EBM parameter setting that was used for the samples for the
polishing study. The fabricated samples were also shown in Fig.11. An additional feature
was designed to facilitate the gripping of the samples during electropolishing, which
could be subsequently removed without affecting the part quality.

Fig.11 Fatigue sample
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Multiple samples were polished for both the 80V-80F and 60V-100F parameter setting.
In order to maximize the polishing effects, all the samples were polished for 20 minutes.
Due to the rotationally symmetric feature of the fatigue sample, during the
electropolishing process the samples were rotated four times with 90° of rotation angle in
the attempt to achieve more uniform polishing around the entire parts. The samples were
then machined to create smooth gripping surface. Fig.12 shows some the polished
samples after machining. The samples were tested in an Instron Electroplus E10000
fatigue tester under tensile-tensile cyclic loading.

Fig.12 Electropolished fatigue samples after machining
Before the fatigue testing of the electropolished samples, the as-received samples were
tested under different loading ratios R in order to establish preliminary ideas with the
fatigue performance of the control group. After evaluation it was found that the asreceived samples exhibit drastic reduction of fatigue life when the R ratio was between
0.25 and 0.3. In addition, it was found from the fracture surface analysis that for samples
tested with R=0.25 the prevailing failure mechanism was surface cracking, while for
samples tested with R=0.3 internal defect cracking appeared to be more dominant. As a
result, loading ratio of R=0.25 was determined to be used for all the electropolished
samples in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the surface treatment process in reducing
surface cracking under cyclic loading. The results are shown in Fig.13. Although limited
data points were available, the fatigue life of multiple electropolished samples achieved
over 1.6 million, which correspond to over 100% improvement compared to the asreceived samples (~450000). It must bet noted that most fatigue testing for the
electropolished samples stopped after about 1.6 million due to the time constraints, and
only one sample polished by 60V-100F parameter combination was tested to 3.3 million
cycles without part failure. Therefore, it could be expected that the beneficial effect of
electropolishing surface treatment could be even more significant. On the other hand, the
fatigue strength of the electropolished samples appeared to scatter more significantly
compared to the as-received samples. Further investigation will be carried out to further
identify such effect, however it was speculated that this was partly caused by the nonuniform electropolishing and the formation of new surface defects.
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Fig.13 Fatigue properties of the electropolisehd samples

Conclusions
In this project multiple electropolishing systems were designed and evaluated. It was found
that electrolyte flow control and temperature control were the two most significant process
control variables. Circulating flow driven by peristaltic pump provides protection to the
pump and improved flow control with the electrolyte. In addition, a Graham condenser
heat exchanger was also implemented in order to improve the cooling of the
electropolishing process.
Preliminary mechanical testing showed impressive results, with fatigue life increased by
over 300% for multiple samples polished at both 80V-80F and 60V-100F processing
parameter combinations for 20 minutes. Although the sample size was relatively limited,
the preliminary observations showed promising potential of the electropolishing process in
improving the mechanical properties of Ti6Al4V parts fabricated by EBM and other
powder bed fusion AM processes.
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